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Agenda

1. About MarcEdit
2. Basic MarcEdit functions
3. Intermediate functions
4. Advanced functions
5. Resources



What is MarcEdit?

- developed MarcEdit in 1999 by Terry Reese
- continually updated and expanded 
- now version 6.2
- download the latest version at: 

http://marcedit.reeset.net

http://oregonstate.edu/%7Ereeset/marcedit/html/


Basic MarcEdit Functions
• MarcBreaker
• MarcEditor: deleting and adding fields and 

subfields
• MarcMaker
• Finding duplicate records 
• MarcSplit & MarcJoin
• Marc Validator



Start 
here!



MarcBreaker Function
- converts encoded MARC file into text for 

editing
- can convert into Unicode (UTF-8) if your 

system prefers that -- will handle diacritics!
- click for Unicode conversion before selecting 

files



Input File = 
encoded MARC 
file (original)

Output File = text 
version of file (output 
of breaking process)  
.mrk or mrk8

Function = 
MarcBreaker

Can convert to 
Unicode or 
UTF8



MARC Editor
- core of MarcEdit
- has specialized tools for editing MARC fields 

as well as general text editing functions
- can add/delete/edit fields and subfields in all 

records, or with qualifiers to touch only some 
records



MarcEditor Initial Screen
File name

Menu bar 
and icons

MARC 
record in 
text 
format!



Tools List

Basic editing functions



Drop down 
list of all 
MARC fields Complete 

MARC 
field

Option to 
add only if 
not present Add Field 

Button

Add Field



Delete all occurrences of a field:

Blank Field 
Data box; 
all 655 
fields will 
be deleted.



Delete only fields with specific data:

Only 651 fields 
containing Soviet 
Union will be 
deleted.



Adding and Editing Subfields
- similar functionality to working with entire 

fields
- can add only if not present
- can edit subfield containing only specific 

data



Will only add if 
no $z exists

This will add $z 
even if another one 
is already there.

Use Replace with blank 
Field Data to add new 
subfield.

Add subfield



Delete selected subfields

Delete subfield

Delete subfield



MarcMaker in MARC Tools
Text format 
file, either 
.mrk or .mrk8 
(UTF)

Encoded 
MARC file, 
.mrc



MarcMaker in MarcEditor

Compile to MARC.  
Also under File 
Menu



Record Deduplication 



In this example, we’re looking 
for records with duplicate 
URLS

Record Deduplication 



MARCSplit



Set 
number of 
records in 
files



MARCJoin



- will find errors in 
the MARC coding

- very useful if you 
have a record that 
your ILS will not 
accept!

MARC Validator



Identifies 
error in 
MARC coding

Information on 
the record so 
that you can 
find it.

MARC Validator



Intermediate Functions in MarcEdit
Find & Replace in MarcEditor

Select & Export individual records

Exporting records in Tab Delimited Format

Merging records

Composite fields

Validate Headings

Verify URLs



Find & Replace Data Functions in MarcEditor

General text editing functions - simple but powerful!
Find / Replace - to find and replace data (text string) on a 

current page in MARC text file
Find All / Replace All - to find and replace all occurrences 

of a given text string
Results can be sorted
More powerful with regular expressions



“Find” example



“Find All” - Allows users to quickly check data in a specific 
MARC field (or subfield)
Search for: =MARCfieldTAG



Using “Find All”  to search for data in a specific MARC field 
(100) - Results list

Use scrollbar to 
browse the results

Click here to sort 
the results



Using Find All to find “invalid” subject headings

610 fields 
with 
“invalid” 
(non LC) 
indicators

Click here to sort



Deleting 6XX fields with specific indicators

Delete all fields 
with a specific 
indicator data 
using 
“Add/Delete 
Field Utility”



Replace All
You can use Replace All to replace a whole MARC field - in this case 338 field 
with French text - with a completely different (English) text



Extract / Delete Selected Records Utility

Extract Selected Records - allows users to extract individual 
records from a larger MARC file

Delete Selected Record - allows users  delete individual 
MARC records from a larger MARC file

Different types of searches can be performed to select 
individual records in the file



Source file -
.mrk file that 
you want to 
select/extract 
records from

Click on Import File to 
import the file in this 
utility

Display Field - contains 
the data based on which 
you want to select 
(extract) records



Selecting individual records

Enter data in the 
Search box -
Records 
containing the 
data specified will 
be selected after 
you execute the 
search



Exporting selected records

Export Selected -
selected records will 
be exported into 
new .mrk file



Export Tab Delimited Records Utility
Export fields in tab delimited format
Can be used to identify missing and duplicate data in a 

specific field or subfield
Can be used to generate title lists, etc.

245$a   "Brain electrical activity mapping for      
diagnosing psychiatric disorders :"
336$a  "text" 
650$a  "Dementia;Mental illness;Brain 
mapping.;Electroencephalography."

MARC text file Tab Delimited text



Export Tab Delimited Records Utility

.mrc file you want to 
export from

Tab Delimited text file 
you are exporting



Selecting fields and subfields to export

Fields and subfields 
selected to export



Using Tab Delimited records to identify missing and duplicate call numbers

Exported titles Exported call numbers

Titles/records with 
no call numbers

Records with 
two or more call 
numbers



Z 39.50
How to get records containing missing data:
● At Guelph, use Z 39.50 utility BookWhere (from Web 

Clarity)
● MarcEdit has Z 39.50 search -- Has LC and OCLC 

configured.



Merge Records Tool

Merge data from one marc file into another file
Can be used to supply missing data - such as call 

numbers or subject headings



ALL files must 
be in MRK or 
MRK8 format 
(text MARC, not 
encoded 
MARC)



File with 
most of the 
data you 
want

File with 
added 
data

Final file 
with all 
data

Field to 
match 
records on



choose Customize fields
Examples:  

- 856 $u
- Main entry + 245 $a
- 776

MARC21 as record identifier



Select fields to be merged INTO the ‘source’ file (the 
first one you specified):



Composite fields
Example:  852 with call number from 050 and 
location value

You need to copy some data from another part 
of the record, and also supply data for the field.



Step 1:  Create field



Step 2:  Use Swap to copy data from 050

Leaves 050 
unchanged

Adds to 852 
already 
created



“Verify URLs” Add-in feature

● Generates a report 
providing the HTTP 
status codes returned 
for URLs in a record 
set.

● Follows redirects
● Default timeout after 

100 seconds
● Use carefully - many 

vendors don’t like url 
checkers!



Validate URLs - Error report



Validate Headings

● Live check against LC 
Authority files!

● Automatic correction of 
variant headings



Validate Headings report

Headings 
Found

Headings 
Not Found

Variants 
Found



Advanced MarcEdit
• RDA Helper 
• Regular Expressions
• Task Manager
• Mapping to different formats

• MARCNext

• BIBFRAME

• Linked Identifiers



RDA Helper

• RDA specific data 
automatically generated

• based on the coded data
• LDR/007/008

• analysis of certain fields
GMD
300
130
240





RDA Helper



Example



Regular Expressions

• What is a regular expression

• MarcEdit functions supported 

• Major components of the language 

• Getting regular expressions help

• Express yourself with regex



Regular Expression

“A regular expression (regex or regexp for short) is a special text 
string for describing a search pattern. You can think of regular 
expressions as wildcards on steroids”.

\b[A-Z0-9._%+-]+@[A-Z0-9.-]+\.[A-Z]{2,4}\b

http://www.regular-expressions.info/

http://www.regular-expressions.info/


MarcEdit Regex Support 

Extract / Delete

Find / Replace

Delete Field

Edit Subfield

MarcEdit remembers the last 10 replacements

Special Undo function that will undo your last global update



backslash \ plus sign +
caret ^ opening parenthesis (
dollar sign $ closing parenthesis )
period or dot . opening square bracket [
vertical bar or pipe symbol | opening curly brace {
question mark ? asterisk or star *

Regex Literal Characters



Components of Regex
Examples

Groups and ranges

[ ] 
[^] 

explicit set of characters to match
[0-9], [a-z], [A-Z]

( ) logical grouping of part of an 
expression
(abc)

{} explicit quantifier notation
ab{2}c = abbc

Character classes \w matches any word character
\d matches any decimal digit



Metacharacters Examples
Metacharacters Defined Metacharacter Examples

^ start of string ^abc abc, abcdef, abc123
$ end of string abc$ abc, defabc, 123abc
. any character a.c abc, axc, amc, a3c
* 0 or more previous 

character
ab*c ac, abc, abbc, abbbc

.* any sequence of 
characters

a.*c ac, axxc, amdc, amvfc

[aeiou] matches any single character included in the specified set
[^aeiou] matches any single character NOT specified in the set



Regex Examples http://journal.code4lib.org/articles/8336

Find Replace with
(=245  .)0(\$aA ) ${1}2$2
(=245 .)0(\$aAn ) ${1}3$2
(=245 .)0(\$aThe ) ${1}4$2  



Regex Examples
=245  10 $aELEPHANTS AND ETHICS



Regex Examples
=245  10 $aELEPHANTS AND ETHICS

Find What (=245.{4})(\$a.)([A-Z .]*)
Replace With $1$2lcase($3)



Task Manager

• Provides a way to create defined task lists executed 
automatically

• Anything done in the MarcEditor, you can automate as task
• Chains task lists together
• Performs the tasks procedurally



Task Manager
• You can:

• Create new tasks  
• Clone tasks  
• Rename tasks  
• Delete tasks  
• Edit tasks
• Share tasks

• import
• export

• Key assignment



Demo

Task Manager



add a new task

Task 
Manager



Mapping to Different Formats







MARC Next
to add text



MARC to BIBFRAME





MARC and Linked Data





Resources
MarcEdit website http://marcedit.reeset.net/

Youtube MarcEdit chanel https://www.youtube.com/user/tpreese/videos

MarcEdit Listserv https://listserv.gmu.edu/cgi-bin/wa?A0=marcedit-l

AUTOCAT Listserv https://listserv.syr.edu/scripts/wa.exe?A0=AUTOCAT

MarcEdit 101 Webinar Series http://marcedit.reeset.net/marcedit-101-workshop

http://marcedit.reeset.net/
https://www.youtube.com/user/tpreese/videos
https://listserv.gmu.edu/cgi-bin/wa?A0=marcedit-l
https://listserv.syr.edu/scripts/wa.exe?A0=AUTOCAT
http://marcedit.reeset.net/marcedit-101-workshop


Regex Help
The “premier website about regular expressions” http://www.regular-

expressions.info/

Quick reference       
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/az24scfc

Regex cheatsheet
http://regexlib.com/CheatSheet.aspx
http://www.cheatography.com/davechild/cheat-sheets/regular-

expressions/

http://www.regular-expressions.info/
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/az24scfc
http://regexlib.com/CheatSheet.aspx
http://www.cheatography.com/davechild/cheat-sheets/regular-expressions/


THANK YOU
Linda Day    lday@uoguelph.ca

Hana Storova hstorova@uoguelph.ca

Marina Morgan marina.morgan@gmail.com

mailto:lday@uoguelph.ca
mailto:hstorova@uoguelph.ca
mailto:marina.morgan@gmail.com
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